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“Change is inevitable. Growth is optional.” - 
John  Maxwell
The challenges we faced this year forced us to change the way 
we do things which lead to growth. Think about that. Covid was 
one of the biggest challenges this country has ever seen. In addi-
tion to the obvious health problems and concerns it generated, it 
also led to travel bans, gathering restrictions, cattle prices to tank 
and ag exports to come to a hault. Well, what does the ag com-
munity do when it gets knocked down? It gets right back up again.

At the onset of the news of Covid, we began to discuss ways to 
best provide Powerline bulls to the market. Initially, we considered 
postponing, thinking in a few weeks all would be better. Lucklily, 
our staff derived it was best to move forward and work diligently to 
provide buying opportunities for the customers. We believe in the 
bulls we sell, so selling bulls sight unseen via order and primarily 
online wasn’t as stressful as for some. The Powerline customers 
rose to the occasion, and we were able to successfully navigate 
and sell out two sales in March and one in May during the Covid 
pandemic. A big thank you to all who trusted our staff and reps to 
place bulls in your operations. 

As we approach a new sale season and possibly still in the midst 
of these uncertain times, we hope each of our custmers will be 
able to join us in a person on sale day. Rest assured if that is not 
possible, our staff and reps will assist with placing Powerline bulls 
into your operation with the same confidence as if you were in 
attendance yourself. Though uncertainty continues to hang over 
our country, we are confident that in 2021 Powerline Genetics will 
have a genetic lineup you won’t want to miss out on!

Sale Highlights
Arapahoe 1 - 488 (Basin Payweight Plus X TJ Sharper Image) @ 
$9,000, 461 (W/C Night Watch X TLLC Oned Jack) @ $9000, 162 
(TJ Franchise 451D X GAR-EGL Protege) @$8750, 339 (PL Unit-
ed 15-912 X MR NLC Upgrade U8676) @$8500 and an additional 
24 bulls sold for $5000-$8000

Castle Dale  - 191 (TJ Main Event 503B X SS Objective T510 
0T26) @ $6000 with 34 bulls selling for $4000-$5500

Arapahoe 2 - 134 (CCR Cowboy Cut 5048Z X Connealy Consen-
sus 7229) @ $7500, 137 (CCR Cowboy Cut 5048Z X Connealy 
Impression) @ $7000, and 390 (CCR Stockman 8033E X ZKCC 
Chopper 844U) @ $7000, 389 (CCR Stockman X MR Ishee Cata-
lyst) @ $6500 and 21 additional bulls sold for $4000-$6500

Seward - 414 (TL Ledger X MR HOC Broker) @ $6750 413 (TL 
Ledger X MR HOC Broker) @ $6500 and 438 (Ruby’s Currency 
7134E X MR HOC Broker) @ $6250 and 30 bulls sold for $4000-
$5500

Full house at the January sale in Arapahoe

Industry Influencer: Matt Lowery
The voice behind the mic at the Powerline bull sales is the 2008 
World Champion Auctioneer, Matt Lowery of Burwell, NE. Like 
many of our customers, he is also a commerical cattleman and   
rancher. 

If you get the chance to chat with Matt it won’t take long to figure 
out what he is truly passionate about: the cattle business. He is 
happy to discuss anything from the markets to pedigrees, genetic 
trends to up and coming herdsires. Matt places a large emphasis 
on power and performance without sacrificing the maternal traits. 
He will tell you two things, pounds pay, and you have to have a 
good cow base if you want to make things better..

Matt has been an intricate part of the team, and we look forward 
to working with him in the years to come. 

The Singletons viewing bulls with Matt Lowery at the Arapahoe 
Sale in January

Stay up to date! 
Follow us on social media!
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Featured Multiplier
Joe Wendell has been raising bulls for Powerline for almost 15 
years. Joe’s family started with the original Power Genetics pro-
gram in the late 90’s, and now he and his wife, Hannah maintain 
that partnership by sending their bulls to Powerline. They calve 
during the heart of winter in January and February, therefore it is 
essential that their calves come unassisted and “hit the ground 
running.” Their cattle grow quickly and excel at weaning time. 
Powerline bulls sourced from the Wendells are geared for the first 
Arapahoe Sale because of their advantages in performance and 
power.  

Not only do Joe and Hannah supply bulls to the Powerline 
program, but they are also loyal customers who purchase new 
herdsires annually through the Powerline sales. Additionally, all of 
their steers and non-replacement females are fed out at Anderson 
Livestock and marketed through Power Genetics and Cargill.

CAB 55 HEAD
HRI 56 HEAD
STERLING SILVER 4 HEAD
AVE. REA 14.5
AVE. MARBLING 5.42

YG1 2 HEAD
YG2 32 HEAD
YG3 57 HEAD
YG4 22 HEAD
YG5 2 HEAD

Begin with the end in mind...
That thought means different things to different folks. However, for 
a number of the the commercial cattlemen we work with, it means 
dollars to the bottomline generated by fat cattle. Take for exam-
ple a group of 115 head of SimAngus steers sired by Powerline 
bulls that was on feed in Arapahoe this spring. The group killed 
at 14-16 months of age with an average HCW of 904 pounds. Of 
those 115 head, 96% of them landed in the Prime/Choice spread 
and 100% qualified for a branded beef program. Premiums are 
generated seperately for each category such as quality grade, 
yield grade, and carcass weight. This group of cattle averaged 
$195.18/CWT.  The data below speaks for itself. Take a look!

Retained Ownership - It’s not for everyone, but 
should it be?
Retained ownership; it’s more than just about carcass data.  When 
you make the investment in a POWERLINE bull, we believe in his 
genomic potental to make a difference in your operation; through 
your POWERLINE sired calves.  Those POWERLINE sired calves 
not only give you premium cash flows on your ranch, but they would 
also provide vital information to improving your cow herd if retained 
and fed to maturity.

The birth to weaning phase provides the operation with convenience 
and basic performance data for the herd, but it’s the weaned to 
harvest phase that provides the ranch the chance to witness genetic 
changes to a mature age for better culling decisions, genetic selec-
tion, frame size, feed efficiency, herd health, and the opportunity to 
gain premiums on harvest quality.

The observed data will provide the insight to make much more 
targeted genetic changes on the ranch to allow for better selection 
and investment into bulls that ultimately make the overall cow herd 
better. The data from retained ownership gives the cattle producer 
the potential to KNOW not guess on what genetics work best on the 
ranch, and furthermore derive the greatest premium.

When considering retained ownership, the comments usually arise 
that it is too risky, or the bank won’t go along with it. Valid points in 
both cases but continuing to blindly aquire genetics into your opera-
tion that you think might work carries long lasting effects that tend to 
add risk to your ranch and make the bank uneasy as well.  LEARN 
about the process of retained ownership and EDUCATE yourself and 
your lender about the BENEFITS not just the risks.

We would gladly assist you in the education of retained ownership.  
At POWERLINE, we have the expertise and relationships to get 
you the knowledge needed to make informed retained ownership 
decisions.  We can discuss options of feedyards, financing, advance 
payments, and most importantly how you can obtain the information 
on your cattle to make educated genetic advancements to help 
improve your bottom line.

CONTACT Jeff Stagemeyer or Will Miller about retained ownership 
and feeding opportunities.

Standout Franchise bull calf at Joe Wendell’s



RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

PO Box 259
McCook, NE 69001

2021 SALE DATES

TUESDAY, JANUARY 19TH - ARAPAHOE, NE
SATURDAY, MARCH 6TH - CASTLE DALE, UT

TUESDAY, MARCH 16TH - ARAPAHOE, NE
THURSDAY, MAY 6TH - LONETREE, WY

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT:
POWERLINEGENETICS.COM

JD ANDERSON - 308.962.6146
JEFF STAGEMEYER - 308.340.6152

WILL MILLER - 308.737.1199
BOBBI HARTWIG - 217.306.6137

CLINT ROBINSON - 402.672.3556

FALL & LONG AGED BULLS AVAILABLE PRIVATE TREATY  OCTOBER 15th 


